this should not be a barrier to the proper handling and medical or otherwise, such data usually needs to be legal and ethical terrain. Whether it is cultural, linguistic, and environmental samples.

Released on 1 July 2018, the ANDS International Geo framework to govern data across Government. The Views on issues paper

Data Sharing and Release Act

Creative Commons Aotearoa New Zealand has done.

Tue 24 Jul

See more

DATE:

VENUE:

and learning.

Telfast

and communication of scholarly information and the access, academic expectations and the global

ANU SIS explores the shifting nature of information

landscape: SIS Symposium

Transforming knowledge in a shifting

State University, USA will give a presentation on this

Dr Michael Stephens, School of Information, St Jose

Register via Eventbrite

ANU Library.

is sponsored by Springer Nature and organised by the

and CCDAF applications are invited

Guidelines and Application Form, as well as Frequently

open for applications – closing 3 September. Further

From HR

DHL, as the University's current contracted mailroom

Changes to ANU mail and courier services.

I believe the team on the SSH Circulation Desk have

the last item on the list has been made available in time

members of the Social Sciences and Humanities

list of 30+ important works, and liaising with various

assistance I have received from the Library staff in

I am just writing to express my deep appreciation for the

Dear Roxanne,

commemorating anniversaries.

research, events, campus development and staff news.

comprehensive source for information about ANU

ANU Library survey.

East, and food/games/pillow forts in Hancock West L3.

the students. The activities included a silent disco on L3

events/374831143043785/

Provost

SIS NEWS

Digitisation – ANU reporter completed

•

•

•

Tuesday 31st July 2018 9:00am – 5:00pm

4th - 7th February 2019

2016

2016

2016

2018 submission, identified and removed embargoes

publications open access.

The academic community has spoken loudly and clearly

the interest of their community, and helps provide

a new resource for scholarly journal editors,

Declaring independence.

has ceded control of publishing to large commercial

solution that would be much more expensive to do

argues in essence that commercial publishers offer a

argues in essence that commercial publishers offer a

SPARC has released

The academy

New Zealand's

Australia's

The

UK

The